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State Bowhunters. Manuscripts, letters
and photographs are welcomed and
encouraged, with the understanding that
the Editor cannot be responsible for loss or
damage. Submissions are due one month
before publication.
Contributions will be held by the Editor
for a short time and will be returned if
you provide a self-addressed and stamped
envelope. “Success” photographs will be
kept and entered into our WSB Photo Album
for display at future gatherings.
All submissions are subject to editing
and will be published at the discretion
of the Board of Directors and the Editor.
All materials published herein are the
opinions of the author. The Washington
State Bowhunters assume no responsibility
for the opinions expressed herein.
Please send your newsletter contributions
to the WSB Editor, David Hell: 9204 32nd
St SE, Lake Stevens, WA 98258; E-mail:
hellranch@comcast.net; Phone: (206) 817-7721.

by Shawn McCully
seasons, in rule/regulation changes,
and furthering bow-hunting within
our state. We continue to fight for
archery seasons by attending WDFW
meetings, Commission meetings,
and Archery Coalition meetings.
The question is: is WSB still relevant
today? We think so and will continue
to push on. But it brings up a good
point: we need help or WSB will
cease to exist in the future. There
are current board positions open
and we always need help attending
WDFW meetings, with the newsletter,
Rendezvous event, etc.

I

I want to apologize on behalf
of the WSB for not getting out a
Fall newsletter. WSB has been
struggling for some time now finding
competent board members, filling
positions, and getting manpower to
fulfill the needs of this organization at
a level it historically ran at. There is
a lack of participation and help from
WSB members forcing us to cancel the
last two out of three annual banquets.
It is my opinion, as WSB president,
that this organization needs to change
structure and the way it runs business.
We have attempted to make those
changes and continue to work through
setbacks within the organization.
We focused our efforts this year in
getting up a functioning website
where you could sign up for a membership, register your
current membership, and receive an online newsletter
through the website. The website is currently working
but not at the level we need it to. Our Board of Directors
recently allocated enough money to fix our website and
improve how you get information. Currently, you can
sign up for a membership on the website. The content
is lacking, however, and there is no ability to register
your current membership on the site without a web
administrator manually entering you into the database/
system. These problems will have to be fixed if WSB
wants to continue as an organization.
Questions arose about the direction of WSB from a
philosophical standpoint at our meeting on October
5, 2013. As many of you know, WSB started some four
decades ago and WSB was instrumental in securing
our first archery seasons. Through the years, WSB
has been successful in helping to protect our archery

WSB
Board Meeting

Recently, the Archery Coalition had
a meeting in Issaquah to discuss the
upcoming three year season setting
process and our goals for this session.
The early archery elk season dates
need to be fixed. There were various options but most
centered on the fact that the season needs to start at a later
time. Archers have been forced to deal with an earlier
and earlier start date for years now. Hot weather and
a lack of rut activity has made early archery elk season
difficult on most bowhunters. Pushing the start date
back to the Sept. 8-10 range would be of great benefite to
archers. Another priority continues to be the need to open
up more late bowhunting deer seasons around the state,
with particular emphasis in the 200 series GMU’s. This
would open up more opportunity and reduce crowding in
the units that are open to archers.
Lastly, I wanted to inform you that we recently lost one of
our members. Past WSB president, John Pignotti, passed
away recently. WSB expresses its deepest condolences
to his family and wish them well through this troubling
time. John will be missed by many, including myself.

The next WSB Board Meeting will take place
on February 23rd at 10:00 AM at the Lamplight
Restaurant in Issaquah.
Board members and interested WSB members
are encouraged to attend. We welcome your
participation.
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Game Management Advisory Council (GMAC) Update
by Todd Johnson, WSB Vice President
As many of you know WSB has a seat on the Game Management Advisory Committee, and this is one avenue we try to
use to make bowhunters’ thoughts and positions known to
those who make the decisions within WDFW. The latest GMAC
meeting was held in Ellensburg on December 14 and was
presided over by Dave Ware, WDFW Wildlife Division Director.
Also in attendance for WDFW was Nate Pamplin, WDFW
Assistant Director, as well as several species specialists and
regional biologists.
One main focus of the meeting which each topic presentation
was geared toward was the upcoming renewal of the 2015-2021
Game Management Plan which guides the programs and sets
goals for the WDFW during that six year cycle. A recap of the
2009-2015 GMP goals and results was presented by Dave Ware
and is also available in a spreadsheet on the Department’s
website. Those topics included private land access program improvements, wolf plan implementation, elk management, cougar
management and communications with the public.
The private land access program was reviewed extensively. The
WDFW has 22 staff working full time across the state on improving hunter access to private lands. The program is prevalent in the Columbia Basin, but it is beginning to spread to other
parts of the state in recognizable amounts. Continued focus on
private timberland access is a Department priority since it affects such a large hunting population in Western Washington.
With regards to elk management Dave Ware made a short
presentation on the status of the state’s herds and harvest levels.
Six of the ten distinct herds across the state are meeting WDFW
objectives, and 2012 was the highest elk harvest level in history.
One point of serious concern for the WDFW was the hoof rot
problem prevalent in the SE herd; much time and money is being used to help better understand this problem.
We had a presentation by WDFW staff about black bear management statewide. We were shown harvest numbers and trends
over several years. WDFW acknowledged that management of
bears was not an exact science due to a lack of knowledge about
the key ingredient: no comprehensive studies have been done
previously to estimate the state’s black bear population. This
is now being addressed to some extent in a couple of different
survey areas in order to be able to estimate the number of bears
actually calling Washington home. We questioned whether
WDFW is planning to increase bear harvest numbers in order to
offset wolf predation on deer and elk in those areas that are being hit the hardest by wolves; the response was that the Department was not certain if the predation due to bears was additive
or compensatory, but they hoped to be able to make a decision
on that in the future as new information comes along.
A presentation was made by Dr. Rich Harris, WDFW Moose,
Goat and Sheep Manager, about the past, present and future of
the management of those three species and the challenges and
tactics of managing each species. The goat topic included the
current WDFW estimate/count of approximately 2800 goats
across the state with 2100 of them outside National Park Boundaries and about 1100 of them in definable, sizable (huntable)
populations with about 775 of those being adults. Current goat
management theory is that a sustainable harvest rate is about
4% of the adults, and the state has to attempt to set harvest levPage 4 | The Washington Bowhunter | Winter 2014

els based on that 4% of 775 animals after factoring in an
estimate of tribal harvest levels (the tribes don’t report their
harvest numbers to WDFW). The Olympic National Park is considering eradication of all the goats in the park due to conflicts
and the fact that they are not native to the Park. WDFW has
expressed interest in relocating many of those goats to areas of
the state that could sustain a goat herd but currently do not
have any goats.
The sheep herd status was discussed at length, especially the
problems of pneumonia in several areas of the state. The Tieton
herd was hit hard with the disease, and the decision was made
and carried out to eradicate that entire population in an attempt
to keep the disease from reaching other nearby herds. The
disease has stabilized in the Asotin herd of Rocky Mountain
Bighorns, and the Department expects to be able to begin issuing tags for that herd again this year.
The moose population is increasing, or at least stable, throughout the moose’s range in Washington. The WDFW is starting a
multi-year program of collaring and tracking moose as well as
aerial counts in order to better determine how our harvest levels
are impacting the moose populations. A possibility exists that
the results of this program could lead to an increase in moose
tag numbers in the future: if what we see on the ground as
plenty of moose is substantiated by the data.
The WDFW’s three year season setting package is beginning to
be formed. WSB has a well-respected voice in this with respect
to archery seasons through the Allocation Committee as well
as the Archery Coalition. More updates will be coming soon to
keep you informed of how the process is progressing and what
you can expect to see for seasons in 2015-2018.

WDFW News Release:

Hungry bears emerge in Spring

Black bears usually emerge from their dens in mid-tolate April, but warm weather can cause them to come out
earlier. Since they lose up to half their body weight during
hibernation, they are hungry when they emerge from their
dens. Natural foods are scarce early in the year, so bears
often start looking for another source of food.
People should take steps to avoid attracting black bears to
their home, particularly in areas known to attract bears.
That means securing garbage cans, removing backyard
bird seed and not leaving pet food outdoors. This can
reduce the bear-human conflicts significantly.
In 2012, WDFW officials responded to 444 situations
involving bears, ranging from raids on garbage cans and
birdfeeders to confrontations with pets. In 2011, WDFW
responded to 523 incidents involving black bears.
“Bears are naturally wary of humans, but they can
overcome that fear when they are rewarded with food
provided intentionally or unintentionally by people,”
according to Rich Beausoleil . “Situations involving bears
that have learned to associate food sources with people
often end badly for the bear.”
Two new state laws went into effect in summer of 2011
that prohibit leaving food or food waste in places where
it can attract bears and other wild carnivores. Intentional
feeding can bring a fine of up to $1,000, or $87 for feeding
that is unintentional but “negligent.”

Hunter Education was discussed extensively as there is a bill
in the House addressing several issues. Several changes are
being proposed including setting a minimum age of 8 for the
class, requiring a youth hunter under 14 to be accompanied by a
licensed adult while in the field except on family-owned private
land, and setting a minimum fee of $20 for attending the class.
Currently the number of people who attend the class that actually buy a hunting license is less than 50%; this fee would be offset by a reduced price on that person’s first license purchase by
that same $20 amount. Also, WDFW is planning on changing
the laws regarding the use of scopes on crossbows for disabled
archers to allow non-magnifying lighted reticle scopes since
these are the only viable sighting options currently available
for crossbows.
As far as upcoming issues: the WDFW is considering dropping
the price of the multi-season deer tags since many are drawn
and not purchased as well as allow those who drew the tag
to purchase it throughout the hunting season instead of the
current cutoff date of September 1st. The Department is also
considering dropping the price of the second deer tag to match
the price of the first deer tag; this idea didn’t get much traction
with the GMAC since all of the second deer tags are generally
purchased at the current price and the need to use the money
to increase hunter retention in youth and disabled hunters. A
separate tag fee is being considered for the Master Hunter and
damage control tags at would allow better tracking of the harvest from these tags.

Human conflicts with bears tend to subside by midsummer, when berries and other natural foods become
available, and then pick up again in fall before they enter
their dens.
People are advised to take the following steps to prevent
conflicts with bears:
• Never intentionally feed bears or other
wild animals.
• Keep garbage cans in a garage or another
secure area until collection day.
• Remove pet food from areas accessible to wildlife.
• Take down birdfeeders until winter.
• Thoroughly clean barbecue grills after each use.
• When camping, keep a clean campsite by
thoroughly cleaning all cooking utensils after use
and sealing uneaten food in airtight containers
stored in bear-proof canisters away from
sleeping areas.
More information about how to avoid conflict with bears is
available on WDFW’s website http://wdfw.wa.gov/living/
bears.html.

BAREBOW! presents the sort of campfire tales
hunters never tire of hearing or ever forget.
Each is a demonstration of the power of perseverance, sacrifice, and sometimes bad luck
or blind luck! How did Dennis Dunn ambush
a world-record Grizzly Bear at 8 yards? Stay
warm on a dogsled while hunting Polar Bear
in Canada's far north? Miss a massive 8x7
Roosevelt's Elk from only 16 yards? How does
he measure his accomplishments? Or cope
with the disappointments of his unsuccessful
hunts? Readers will be riveted in the moment,
as Dunn recounts 104 tales of his bowhunting
adventures and misadventures.

For more information, go to

str8arrows.com

“A bow, a string, an arrow — no trigger, no
peep-sights, no pins— just fingers, guts and
instinct. That’s hunting BAREBOW!”
— Dennis Dunn
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RENDEZVOUS 2013
by Edward Scullywest
The wind was stirring the air up as we pulled into
Rendezvous 2013, but in the evening it was evident that
the wind was also keeping the mosquitoes at bay. A
pleasant weekend of blue sky and 75 degree weather was
in store.
The 3-D course opened at noon on Friday, after a
lot of hard work by a volunteer crew of WSB members.
The targets were placed in realistic situations including,
brush, trees, hills and ponds offering a variety of shooting
positions. About the time you thought you were really
hitting your spots, the target would be a couple of yards
farther than you thought and you would get a little
humble pie digging in the dirt to remind you why you
need to practice.
Saturday started with the kid’s shoot where lots of
balloons exploded and many dollars were handed out as
prizes. A raffle with about fifty different items was set up.

Ernst Stahn, aka
“Stumpy”, gave a
speech on disability
hunting in Washington.
He related what his
first day out of the
hospital was like and
then had the audience
try an exercise minus a
limb, to try to get into
the frame of mind that
can come from being
disabled. He spoke of
the people that have
helped him get back
into bowhunting and how discouraging it was for people
to give up hobbies they once enjoyed. He asked WSB
members to think about becoming a Hunter companion,
a WDFW term, where able bodied hunters can assist
disabled hunters.
Dennis Dunn related some
stories from his book, Barebow!
An Archer’s Fair-Chase Taking of
North America’s Big-Game 29.

Tickets were $1 and many
items had a large number
in the pot. The drawing
was Sunday morning.
The kid’s long elk shoot
displayed some amazing
shots, followed by the
adult version, with another
round of fine archery.
The proceeds from the
long elk shoot went to the
Captain Aaron Blanchard
Memorial Fund.
Seminars started with
dutch oven cooking by Jan
Prentice with assistance
from her sidekick Earl.
We saw a variety of
dutch ovens, and saw a
demonstration of a banana
box dutch oven, followed
by tasty sourdough biscuits
and triple chocolate cake.
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The ever popular Saturday
night menu was provided by
The Rinaldi’s and dished up
by a pleasant crew of servers.
It included a baked spaghetti
dish, green salad, bread sticks
and topped off by a cherryrhubarb cobbler with ice cream.
The Chance Brothers Band
put on an eclectic collection
of original and classic tunes for evening entertainment,
followed by the crowd pleasing elk bugling contests.

Then, of course, there was lots of catching up to do on
seasons past and seasons coming up. The ELK HAVEN
EQUESTRIAN CENTER, same location as last year, is
booked for July 18-20, 2014. Don’t miss out! Plan on
being there!
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Me and The Bear
It was back in September of 2002
when Dick Aslakson and I had
joined Ed Snowden on Eight Mile
Creek north of Winthrop for the fall
bow deer season.
After hiking all day in the steep terrain, Dick and I,
each over sixty, were pooped out. I decided I could do
better by stand hunting. During the day while hunting
the creek flats I found where a small draw intersected
the creek flats. This was just to the north side of the
Grouse Flats campground. I would make my stand in
front of this draw.
It was about 6:00 P.M. I was tired and took a nap
behind a big Ponderosa Pine. I awoke from my nap,
slowly straightened up and in surveying the woods
noticed a movement about eighty yards away. The
bushes would sway then stop. Finally I saw a spot of
black. Something like a badger was slowly forcing its
way through the low brush. Finally I saw that it was a
black bear.

Oblivious to me the bear wandered
slowly towards me stopping every
few minutes.
He was maybe 150 pounds and had a shiny black
coat. My heart was thumping harder and harder as I
pondered whether I should shoot at him with my with
my fifty-five pound bow (of course no backup gun).
Well needless to say my adrenaline levels were kicking
up. I had seen bears in the woods before but never while
bow-hunting and never in the twilight of evening.
As the bear meandered toward me my heart pounded
more and more. I have heard that bears die slowly
even when shot with a gun and all I had was my bow.
If I shot him and never made a perfect shot I could
be in real trouble and I was not a perfect shot. All of
these thoughts were going through my head. As he
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Success Photos
by Jon Stoneman

gradually came closer the thought of shoot or don’t
shoot flashed repeatedly through my mind. I felt as
vulnerable as a caveman or an Indian. It was just
skinny old me and my bow.
The bear disappeared behind a huge glacial erratic
that was about fifty feet from me. It was at least fifteen
feet in diameter. By now I was sweating freely. It
seemed that he was behind that boulder forever.
All of a sudden he ambled out from behind that
erratic, sat down and faced towards me. He hadn’t
seen me but was suspicious about something. There
would be little to shoot at, just his head, neck and top
of both shoulders. My shot would have to be through
the low part of his neck.

Reaction took over…
no more deliberation…
I came to full draw behind
the pine, stepped out and shot.
I guess I am a hunter at heart. I was several inches too
high. The arrow careened off the top of his head. Now
I had a sorehead bear. He still had not comprehended
what or where I was. He took off in a burst of speed
obliquely from me, reared up on a large fallen log not
more than fifteen yards away then turned to face me.
I was shaking as I was trying to nock my next arrow
so as to get in a second shot. As I pulled up he fully
realized what I was, turned and high-tailed it out of
there. I could hear his feet pounding the ground for
a couple seconds. I don’t know whose adrenalin was
running the highest, his or mine.
Now I had to get back to camp which was a half
mile away … through the darkening woods … in the
direction that my bear had run and an area that was
populated with lots of big black stumps. It was not a
pleasant stroll to camp.

Mark Meister
2013 black tail
Scored 147 and 38

Abram
Shouse
(Al Rinaldi Jr’s)
grandson, aged
11, took his first
deer on Nov.
10, 2013. He
made a great
shot at 27 yards
using a 45
pound Parker
Buck Shot.
The arrows
were Beaman
500’s with a
100 grain Slick
Trick broadhead.

Warren Merritt
5 x 5 whitetail in Idaho.
Archery, FMJ arrows
with G5 broad heads;
25 yard shot.

Jeff Merritt
2012 Elk shot at 20 yards
Colockum

I still dream of how that beautiful shiny black pelt
would have looked in my Yakima River Canyon cabin.
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Support your right to hunt! Become a member of WSB

N JOI
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!

Success Photos

Washington State Bowhunters Membership Application
Name (please print) _____________________________________________________________________

Street ___________________________________________________________________________________

Kirk Douglas

City, State, Zip ________________________________________________________________________________
Phone (

) ___________________________ Email Address ___________________________________________
( ) check here for change of address/phone number

April 16, 2012
in eastern WA

Bowhunter Defense Fund Contribution: $_____________

Merchandise

Membership Options
4x2 blacktail
was harvested
on November
25, 2012

(

) WSB Life Membership .........................................$400.00

(

) WSB 3-Year Single Membership............................$50.00

(

) WSB Family (Maximum) Yearly Membership ........$30.00

(

) WSB Single Membership .......................................$25.00

Dealer Contribution........................................$75.00 Minimum
(

) I’d like to give a $25 gift membership to (please print):

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

) WSB Decal* ......................................................................$1.00
) WSB Patch* ......................................................................$4.00
) WSB Logo Travel Mug ......................................................$5.00
) WSB Logo Camo hat ......................................................$15.00
) WSB Solid Navy T-Shirt (S,M,L,XL) ...............................$12.00
) WSB Solid Navy T-Shirt (2XL) .......................................$14.00
) WSB Camo T-Shirt (S,M,L,XL) .......................................$13.00
) WSB Camo T-Shirt (2XL) ...............................................$15.00
) Youth Camo T-Shirt (S,M,L,XL) ......................................$12.00
) WSB Cotton Twill Shirts (Special Order Only) .............. $30.00
* Free Shipping

Name _____________________________________________________________________

SUBTOTAL: $___________________
Shipping & Handling add $5.00

Address ___________________________________________________________________

Warren Merritt

TOTAL ENCLOSED: $___________________
City, State, Zip ______________________________________________________________

2012 Whitetail Doe
shot at 25 yards
Cheesaw Area
Elite Bow

Phone

( ___________ ) ____________________________________________________

E-mail Address _____________________________________________________________

New website!

Send Application and Order with check or money order to:
WSB c/o Kim Pignotti, Treasurer
12116 - 125th St. Ct. E
Puyallup, WA 98374

SUN CANYON

www.WSBowhunters.org
Russell Seung
Cow called this baby bull
in for a 20 yrd shot, 60 yrd
recovery after a 1 hr wait,
one mile pack out

Huntfishnw.com
We are a brand new site with experienced outdoorsmen.
We are currently offering three Hunting Contests and
a Photo of the Month Contest. The members select all of the
winners. Feel free to share your stories and pictures with us.

Register today at www.Huntfishnw.com !
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hellranch@comcast.net

CALL

206.817.7721
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Washington State Bowhunters
12116 - 125th St. Ct. E
Puyallup, WA 98374
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ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

TO:

Celebrating 25 Years of Archery Excellence

NEW LOCATION!
NEWLY EXPANDED PRO SHOP · 26 ARCHERY LANES
Full Service Pro Shop and Proud Bow Dealer of
HOYT, MARTIN, PARKER, PSE
• Target Archery and Bow Hunting
Equipment Sales and Service

• Yearly Memberships with 24/7 access
• League Nights

• 20 yard Indoor Archery Range
with 26 lanes

22313 70th Ave West
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043
Professional
Coaching by:
Bob Hickey

425-672-8080
HOURS:
Tues–Fri: 12 Noon – 10 pm
Sat: Noon – 6 pm • Sun & Mon: Closed

www.nextsteparchery.com
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www.thenockpoint.com

